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Introducing Quick Quest 
Organizing question-answer banks and generating quality question papers in a format required by 

your university can be very time-consuming and labour intensive. Grading these papers consumes a 

lecturer’s life and stops you from getting through the mountains of research and class preparation 

you really need to be doing. The solution can be found using this educator assistant software, which 

both greatly eases this burden while at the same time increases the quality of your question papers 

themselves.  

Quick Quest is a powerful program that assists educators in organizing a subject specific question-

answer bank and generating question papers in a customizable format. If your institute is spending 

more than one hour engaging more than one educator to prepare a question paper, then you should 

seriously consider Quick Quest and experience how it accelerates your work with greater efficiency. 

Any education institute worldwide can use this software to prepare «Equally Distributed 

Complexity» question papers. The program is quick, easy and intuitive and comes with an excellent 

track record, having been used at a number of universities and colleges with highly positive results.  

Manual Question Paper Generation Process at a Glance 
 

The Process 

1. Get set of questions from different faculties from different place. 

2. A committee, which scrutinizes and consolidates all questions sent by all faculties 

and generates 3 or more prototype question papers. 

3. Another or same committee, which scrutinizes prepared question papers and come 

up with a question paper which is mixture all 3 or more prototype question papers. 

4. A person or a committee has responsibility to review the final question paper. 

The Resource Consumption 
Analysis of Minimal Manual effort involved in generating ‘ONE’ question paper: 

Time 

Minimum 1 to 2 weeks of time needs to be spent on each question paper. 

Money 

All manual activities incur cost to the university. This happens every time whenever there is a need 

of ‘new’ question paper generation. 

Competency 

Sometimes no guaranty of 100% competency in question papers. It observed that students 

commenting question is too complex or too easy. 

Organize 

Managing and organizing many people/committees by providing suitable allowances adds expense 

to the university . 
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What to Expect from a Software Solution? 
 Should takes very less time to generate new question paper. 

 Zero expense on each question paper generation. 

 100% competency and quality. 

 No people/committee/resource maintenance while generating new question paper. 

 Should be secured and confidential 

 An easy, secured and windows based system, which can be used by any individual with no or 

very less training. 

Quick Quest – Concept 

Top 3 Goals 

 Carry-out most time consuming tasks ‘only once’ and make use of same effort for several 

years. 

 Avoid manual involvement during question paper generation to maintain security and 

competency. 

 Question Paper generation process should be less than 5 minutes job!! This helps to take 

control on question paper ‘out’ scams by generating brand new paper in the last minute. 

Efficient Solution 
Quick Quest – came up with an intelligent solution to ease the process of Question collections and 

Question Paper generation. 

One Time Work 

 Collect all questions and enter into the system, which internally maintains questions bank. 

 Scrutinize, improve and rate question’s complexity.  

 Design any kind of question paper format. 

 

Every time Work 

 Generate question papers with automatic equal distribution of complex, medium and easy 

questions. 

 Allow comparison of newly generated question paper with old ones 

 Lock the newly generated question paper till the exam completion. 

What are other Helping Factors 
Creating unrepeated questions paper by managing question bank with adequate privacy can be 

challenging and time-consuming. Not only the effort repeats for every subject and examination, it 

also costs considerably and there is always a worry of disclosure of question papers before the 

examination date.  
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Quick Quest automates whole process, eliminate risk to confidentiality and prepare question papers 

in almost any format. Every new creation of question paper is with new set of questions and equally 

competent as its predecessor. 

Quick Quest Features 
Meet the most generic and advanced question paper generation software for any institute in world. 

 

Different user access levels 
Defend question papers and answers bank against unauthorized access. 
Control user operations through different user account types. Quick 
Quest provides administrator, data entry operator and guest user 
account types. 
 

 

Quickly create question papers 
High performance question paper creator engine analyse thousands of 
questions and produce competent exam question papers in the format 
recommended by your examination board. 
 

 

Scan questions rather typing them all 
The integrated Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engine help convert 
scanned text images (TIFF and JPEG files) to editable text and 

automatically import in Question entry window.  

 

Local language support 
The rich text format support in Quick Quest offer storing text entered in 
your local language. Quick Quest can integrate with your favorite local 

language software.  

 

Quickly generate answer papers for evaluation 
Generate answer papers for a question paper. Print multiple copies and 
distribute to the staff when evaluating student answer sheets. 

 

Store unlimited questions and answers 
No matter how big question and answer bank you want to manage, 
Quick Quest is always ready. Experience the limitless possibilities. 

 

Integrated spell check 
Use in-built spell check feature for error free question and answer texts. 

 

No training required to use Quick Quest 
Experience the ease of use as you do with your version of Microsoft 
Windows®. 
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Save question with images and equations 
The smart question and answer entry window in Quick Quest support 
saving complex text content. 

 

LAN and Cloud Edition Support 
Setup Quick Quest for multi-user access. Manage questions and answers 
in distributed environment and accelerate the work. 

 

Create impressive formatting texts 
Use your favourite document editing software to create finest formatted 
text content and save back in Quick Quest. 

 

Track users activity and control access 
Even when you are not looking over your users shoulders, you can still 
track their activities more effectively. 
Control user access to a particular subject and isolate them from rest of 
the information. 

 

Question bank status report 
More questions in the bank help to generate unrepeated question papers 
and therefore timely monitoring of question bank health is important. 
Check question counts on different levels (subject, course period, 
department, institution wise). 

 

We are always with you! 
We stand by you. Contact us anytime for Technical support, software 
usage recommendations and enhancements. 

 

Sales and Enquiry Contacts 
Call our hotline number: +91 9535279797 for sales and support details. 

Email us at: team@Srushti-Soft.com 

Write us at: #180, PAVAN, C-Block, 6th cross, D.Devraj Aras Layout, Davangere- 577006. 

Our website: www.Srushti-Soft.com 
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